Inspirations and Anecdotes

From Time spent in Karnataka: Part Four
It’s all Telagu to me or Hoorah for Tollywood!
We can easily underestimate the size and variety of scenery, language, castes, even
the number of gods in India. A quick look at the emojis on your smart phone will
reveal that the most Indian icon apart from the flag is a man in a turban - actually not
often seen in Karnataka! Language is a case in point - my guess prior to visiting
would be that all Indians
speak Hindi!
However in Karnataka the
native tongue is Kannada
- I was completely
confused on my first visit
when a girl said to
Dinah’s daughter Lali
“your name means rice
in Kannada” - what has
Canada got to do with
it?
A small child in a
Kindergarten class
may be speaking
Kannada at home, and
learning English at
An English lesson
, Xavier School
school. They will also
learn the national
language Hindi.
That also involves learning three different

alphabets! Visit the villages to the east and they will speak in Telugu - the language
of Andra Pradesh. The village population migrate with such a frequency that a
whole village may keep its native tongue despite living in another state. Confusing!
To cater for all these languages and keeping sub-title writers in business there is a
plethora of State movie industries. I had thought Bollywood was nation-wide. If you
ask the children they will look at you strangely - they are not interested in Bollywood
but Tollywood - the Telugu film industry with its centre in Hyderabad, and
Sandalwood - the movie industry of Karnataka. Each with its own films, awards and
adored actors.

Bribery and Corruption – a way of life?
It can be upsetting to encounter real-life effects of the corruption in India. It is hard to
understand the injustice of this; we live in a relatively fair society. I asked why any
corrupt office clerk would not be reported and reprimanded. “Because all his
colleagues are corrupt!” was the reply. In his book Being Indian, Pavan K. Varma*
offers the opinion that morality is impractical – power is liked and respected,
hierarchy adhered to, materialism and self-absorption are the norm, and that outside
influences that are not beneficial are disregarded.
On a visit to
Edivalla - known as “the
shifted village” - I saw a
line of good, solid houses
built on a ridge.
This
village had been flooded
in both 1991 and more
recently 2009 with
several fatalities.
The
Government gave it a
grant to “shift” the
village away from the
flood plain. The money
lla
was intercepted by
Children of Ediva
higher-castes who built
these new homes away from the danger. The Dalit
homes we visited remained in the same place, under threat of a repeat of the
tragedy. There is a kind of acceptance of the inevitability of this corruption, for
example women’s groups in Rajolli had not seen the money promised for
government toilets.

I spoke to one talented woman who wanted to be a police officer - it had been her
dream since childhood. She told me how she has the right qualifications for the job,
but has been asked for a £2000 bribe. “What will you do?” I asked. “I shall just
reapply each year until they get fed up with me and just give me the job.”

Bangalore and the Bookstore
On my two days in Bangalore at the end of the trip I had two items on my to-do list one to treat Maryamma the cook at the Father’s residence, Hombelaku to a new iron
(yes ok - I did have an ulterior motive as I had burnt my trousers on the utterly
unpredictable old iron!) and the second to buy some books for the College library - I
had noticed they were short of biographies. I was given the name of Sapna Book
House - so I hailed a tuk tuk. Thankfully I arrived intact and went in to the cavernous
megastore. I searched the biographies. I did find some, Obama, Mandela and other
inspirational figures, but was amazed to find two long shelves of books on Hitler and
the Nazi Regime including many different publications of Mein Kampf. My other
search for some mention of Dalits was in vain apart from one small book reviewing
Dalit literature.

No Time Like the Present – Carpe Diem!
The students now coming to the end of their education in PUC (Sixth Form) or
Loyola College are those who first joined the school as tiny children with Father Eric
and Father Maxim. It will be a joy to keep in touch with them and follow their
progress. How will they manage as they go out in the world? Will they be treated
fairly, on their own merits? Will they manage to be free from corruption and
discrimination in the workplace?
They possess so many great assets. They are full of hope for their futures rather
than accepting the endurance of poverty experienced by so many of their parents
and grandparents. There is an inner resourcefulness - Pavan K. Varma* says that
no foreigner ever understands the extent to which an Indian is mentally prepared to
accept the unacceptable. They have learnt to put up with daily obstacles and hope it
will be better tomorrow.
Surviving becomes an education in itself.
This
determination to succeed will surely help today’s students overcome any barriers put
before them and to forge a better life. I personally cannot wait to catch up with them
again on my next adventure!

****************
*Pavan K. Varma, Being Indian, Arrow Books, 2006

